
A Level Bridging Assignment – Wilmington Grammar  

 

SUBJECT English Literature A Level 

 
In this subject you will be expected to: 

Read a range of texts from the pre and post 1900 era, covering prose, drama and poetry. Your reading 

will be focused on close analysis of the form, structure and language of the pieces, as well as the writer’s 

presentation of character and themes. This is an exciting course that will allow you to advance your 

thinking skills, your ability to analyse and evaluate a literary text/era, and develop the sophistication in 

your written skills. 

You will need to have an interest in: Reading a range of texts and acquiring a heightened understanding 

of their social, historical and cultural contexts.  

 

 

Independent learning in this subject requires: (5hrs of independent study). 

- Wider Reading of the main texts & other books recommended by teachers (see reading list below). 

- Watching documentaries from You Tube to further your knowledge. 

- Research projects into key time periods and literary genres. 

- Creating revision guides, podcasts or videos for use in the run up to examinations. 

 

Suggested reading List: 

Component One: Drama Component Two: Prose 

-‘A Streetcar Named Desire’; ’Cat on a Hot Tin 

Roof’ by Tennessee Williams 

-‘Othello’; ‘Antony and Cleopatra’ by William 

Shakespeare 

- ‘Beloved’ by Toni Morrison 

- ‘Dracula’ by Bram Stoker 

- ‘Wuthering Heights’ by Emily Bronte 

-  ‘A Thousand Splendid Suns’ by Khaled Hosseini 

 

Useful Websites: 

 

www.gradesaver.com 

www.sparknotes.com 

www.pinkmonkey.com 

 

 

Examples of Independent Study tasks: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=XV_q45Otdic 
Watch this clip from ‘Youtube’ and make notes on the following areas: 

What ideas are explored by Romantic writers? 
When was the Romantic movement? 
What was Romanticism a reaction against? 
The inspiration for the Romantic writers? 
What attitudes to love are demonstrated by the Romantic writers? 

FC: www.youtube.com/watch?v=scck3YCiRxg 

 

Information on Coursework deadlines if applicable – The coursework element will commence at the end 

of Year 12 and will be completed at the end of Term 1 in Year 13. 

 

Future Career aspirations linked to this subject are: English Literature is a highly respected and academic A 
Level – for many students the course leads to university courses in English. However, a number of students have 
opted for courses in Creative Writing, Journalism and Publishing, as well as using their close reading skills in 
different subject areas: Law, History; Sports Science, Business and Economics. 
 

 

Induction  

http://www.gradesaver.com/
http://www.sparknotes.com/
http://www.pinkmonkey.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XV_q45Otdic
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scck3YCiRxg


Task & 

Success 

Criteria 

(Try to link to 

the first topic 

covered in 

September 

so the 

students see 

the 

relevance of 

the task) 

1. Write an analytical essay on the attached poem (‘Eat Me’ by Patience Agbabi) 

based on the following task: 

 

How does Agbabi present relationships in ‘Eat Me’?  

 

2. Read one of the texts from the suggested reading lists and write a one page review 

of it. You will need to include sections on: the main characters, the themes 

presented by the writer and important quotes. You are not permitted to write on 

one of the texts that you have studied for GCSE. 

 

 

If you are having problems with the task and need some advice please contact either 

bharding@wgsb.org.uk or skwilkinson@wgsg.co.uk 

 

 

Deadline First lesson in September  

 

mailto:bharding@wgsb.org.uk
mailto:skwilkinson@wgsg.co.uk


  

Eat Me 
by Patience Agbabi 

When I hit thirty, he brought me a cake, 
three layers of icing, home-made, 
a candle for each stone in weight. 

The icing was white but the letters were pink, 
they said, eat me. And I ate, did 
what I was told. Didn’t even taste it. 

Then he asked me to get up and walk 
round the bed so he could watch my broad 
belly wobble, hips judder like a juggernaut. 

The bigger the better, he’d say, I like 
big girls, soft girls, girls I can burrow inside 
with multiple chins, masses of cellulite. 

I was his Jacuzzi. But he was my cook, 
my only pleasure the rush of fast food, 
his pleasure, to watch me swell like forbidden fruit. 

His breadfruit. His desert island after shipwreck. 
Or a beached whale on a king-size bed 
craving a wave. I was a tidal wave of flesh 

too fat to leave, too fat to buy a pint of full-fat milk, 
too fat to use fat as an emotional shield, 
too fat to be called chubby, cuddly, big-built. 

The day I hit thirty-nine, I allowed him to stroke 
my globe of a cheek. His flesh, my flesh flowed. 
He said, Open wide, poured olive oil down my throat. 

Soon you’ll be forty… he whispered, and how 
could I not roll over on top. I rolled and he drowned 
in my flesh. I drowned his dying sentence out. 

I left him there for six hours that felt like a week. 
His mouth slightly open, his eyes bulging with greed. 
There was nothing else left in the house to eat. 

http://www.forwardartsfoundation.org/poet/patience-agbabi/


Writing an Extended Response: How does Patience Agbabi present relationships in her poem ‘Eat Me’? 

 Evidence Analysis 

The title of the poem/subject 
matter 
 
 
 
 

  

The relationship at the 
beginning of the poem – why 
does the male character feed 
his partner so much? 
 
 

  

The attitudes of the poetic 
persona to her physical 
appearance – why does she 
continue to eat so much? 
 
 

  

The words of the male 
partner 
 
 
 
 

  

The emotional impact of his 
control over the persona 
 
 
 
 

  

How has the relationship 
changed at the end of the 
poem? 
 
 
 

  

What are the overall 
comments made by Agbabi 
about relationships in this 
poem? 
 
 
 

  

 

 


